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A large set of experimental data was accumulated for hydrogen combustion: ignition measurements in
shock tubes (770 data points in 53 datasets) and rapid compression machines (229/20), concentra-
tion–time profiles in flow reactors (389/17), outlet concentrations in jet-stirred reactors (152/9) and
flame velocity measurements (631/73) covering wide ranges of temperature, pressure and equivalence
ratio. The performance of 19 recently published hydrogen combustion mechanisms was tested against
these experimental data, and the dependence of accuracy on the types of experiment and the experimen-
tal conditions was investigated. The best mechanism for the reproduction of ignition delay times and
flame velocities is Kéromnès-2013, while jet-stirred reactor (JSR) experiments and flow reactor profiles
are reproduced best by GRI3.0-1999 and Starik-2009, respectively. According to the reproduction of all
experimental data, the Kéromnès-2013 mechanism is currently the best, but the mechanisms NUIG-
NGM-2010, ÓConaire-2004, Konnov-2008 and Li-2007 have similarly good overall performances. Several
clear trends were found when the performance of the best mechanisms was investigated in various cat-
egories of experimental data. Low-temperature ignition delay times measured in shock tubes (below
1000 K) and in RCMs (below 960 K) could not be well-predicted. The accuracy of the reproduction of
an ignition delay time did not change significantly with pressure and equivalence ratio. Measured H2

and O2 concentrations in JSRs could be better reproduced than the corresponding H2O profiles. Large dif-
ferences were found between the mechanisms in their capability to predict flow reactor data. The repro-
duction of the measured laminar flame velocities improved with increasing pressure and total diluent
concentration, and with decreasing equivalence ratio. Reproduction of the flame velocities measured
using the flame cone method, the outwardly propagating spherical flame method, the counterflow
twin-flame technique, and the heat flux burner method improved in this order. Flame cone method data
were especially poorly reproduced. The investigation of the correlation of the simulation results revealed
similarities of mechanisms that were published by the same research groups. Also, simulation results cal-
culated by the best-performing mechanisms are more strongly correlated with each other than those of
the weakly performing ones, indicating a convergence of mechanism development. An analysis of sensi-
tivity coefficients was carried out to identify reactions and ranges of conditions that require more atten-
tion in future development of hydrogen combustion models. The influence of poorly reproduced
experiments on the overall performance was also investigated.

� 2014 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction hydrogen is an important fuel in itself in areas like the carbon-free
The elementary reactions of the combustion of hydrogen are a
central part of the mechanisms which describe the combustion
of all hydrocarbon and oxygenated hydrocarbon fuels. Moreover,
economy, in fuel safety issues, and for rocket propulsion. In accor-
dance with its high significance, several new hydrogen combustion
mechanisms were published in the last decade. In these publica-
tions, agreement between measurements and simulations is usu-
ally characterized by plots, in which the experimental data and
the simulation results are depicted together. However, quantitative
agreement of the simulation results with the experimental data
has not been investigated. A quantitative evaluation allows for
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the determination of experiments that are well estimated by sim-
ulations in contrast to those that are insufficiently described. Fur-
thermore, strengths and weaknesses of the mechanisms in certain
ranges of operating conditions can be detected. Knowing the spe-
cific behavior of a mechanism helps to reduce uncertainties in
the description of experiments during mechanism development
and optimization.

This paper has several novelties compared to the previous pub-
lications containing comparisons of combustion mechanisms. The
comparison is performed on a very comprehensive set of experi-
ments; various measurement types (ignition delay time, flow reac-
tor, JSR and flame velocity measurements) and experimental
techniques (e.g., shock tube and RCM experiments) are included
in the analysis. All important hydrogen reaction mechanisms pub-
lished in the last decade are considered, as well as syngas and
hydrocarbon oxidation mechanisms that were previously used to
describe hydrogen reactions. The performance of all of these reac-
tion mechanisms is compared in detail, and the conclusions drawn
are supported by objective numbers.

2. Methodology

In this work the agreement of experimental and simulation re-
sults is investigated using the following objective function
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Here N is the number of datasets and Ni is the number of data points
in the ith dataset. Values yexp

ij and rðyexp
ij Þ are the jth data point and

its standard deviation, respectively, in the ith dataset. The corre-
sponding simulated (modeled) value is Ysim

ij obtained from a simula-
tion using an appropriate detailed mechanism. If a measured value
is characterized by absolute errors (the scatter can be considered
independent of the magnitude of yij), then Yij = yij. We used this op-
tion for laminar flame velocities and measured concentrations. If
the experimental results are described by relative errors (the scatter
is proportional to the value of yij), then we used the option Yij = ln
yij, which is characteristic for ignition time measurements. Error
function values Ei and E are expected to be near to unity if the
chemical kinetic model is accurate, and deviations of the measured
and simulated results are caused by the scatter of the experimental
data only. Note that due to the squaring in the definition of E, a
twice as high deviation of the simulated and experimental values
of one mechanism in comparison to another leads to a four times
higher value of E. This objective function has been used in our pre-
vious studies on the estimation of rate parameters from experimen-
tal data [1–3].

In addition to the average error function E, another quantity
was used to analyze the behavior of the mechanisms. The average
absolute deviation D is defined with the absolute deviation of an
individual data point Dij as:

Dij ¼ Ysim
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using the same transformation as mentioned above. In contrast to E,
the sign of the difference Ysim

ij � Yexp
ij is maintained in the definition

of D. Trends such as systematic under- or over-prediction are there-
by captured in the Dij values.

It is possible to characterize the similarity of simulation results
using different mechanisms by calculating correlation coefficients
based on the values of Dij. Similar to the definitions of E and D, cor-
relation coefficients C are calculated for each dataset and then
averaged over all of the N datasets (if more than one concentration
was measured in an experiment, e.g., in a flow reactor or JSR, cor-
relation values are first determined for each species separately and
then averaged). In this averaging step, datasets with Ni 6 2 were
not considered as they would perturb the average correlation val-
ues with unrealistic values (�1 or +1). Correlation of the individual
error function values would not provide the same meaningful
information about the similarity of two mechanisms, since the sign
of the deviation is lost due to squaring. Hence, a positive and a neg-
ative deviation of exactly the same extent would give a correlation
value of C = 1, which is misleading. Also, the average deviation D is
not suitable for the comparison of the agreement between the
experimental and simulation results using different mechanisms,
since at the two summations of the Dij values large positive and
negative deviations might even out.
3. Mechanisms

Our aim was to test all major hydrogen combustion mecha-
nisms that were published since 1999. Table 1 contains the list
of the investigated mechanisms. Multiple mechanisms from the
same research group were tested only if the older mechanism is
conceptually different from the newer one. Otherwise, only the lat-
est mechanism was considered. For instance, three mechanisms
published by the Galway group were included in the mechanism
comparison. Hereby, the hydrogen core of the NUIG-NGM-2010
mechanism is an extension of the previous model (ÓConaire-
2004) since the bath gas helium was added. Furthermore, some
of the reaction rates differ substantially between the three mecha-
nisms, e.g., for the reaction H + O2 = O + OH. Given the importance
of this reaction, these changes result in significant differences in
the simulation of the hydrogen combustion chemistry. Further dif-
ferences are detailed in [4]. The latest mechanism of this group,
Kéromnès-2013, also features a sub-model for the reactions of
the excited OH radical (OH�) largely based on the work of [5] and
updated by [6]. These reactions have shown to be of high impor-
tance for a more accurate reproduction of shock tube ignition stud-
ies at high temperatures (e.g., those reported in [7]).

The hydrogen subset of reactions in the Li-2007 mechanism is
identical to their hydrogen mechanism published in 2004 [8], how-
ever, the 2007 version seems to be cited more often in the recent
literature, which is the reason why this name was used in the pres-
ent work. In the further references to the mechanisms, an identifier
(as listed in Table 1) is used, which combines the name of the first
author(s) or the research group, and the year of publication.

Some of these mechanisms were originally developed for the
description of hydrogen combustion [9–12], but we investigated
also other mechanisms that were developed for syngas combustion
[4,13–19], or the combustion of hydrocarbons or oxygenates
[20–26]. For the latter mechanisms, Table 1 refers to the number
of species and reactions of the hydrogen combustion part of these
mechanisms; values in brackets define the size of the original
mechanisms. The program MECHMOD [27] was used to remove
unnecessary species and reactions describing the carbon chemistry
from the mechanisms.

All mechanisms are able to describe the combustion of hydro-
gen–air mixtures and thus are able to handle N2 as a bath gas.



Table 1
The hydrogen combustion mechanisms investigated, and the number of species and reactions in these reaction mechanisms. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the
corresponding figures in the original mechanisms. All mechanisms can handle N2 bath gas and the table indicates if the mechanism can also cope with Ar and He bath gases. The
values of the average error function for all mechanisms are given for six cases: A – Ignition delay times, all diluents (875 data points/73 datasets), B – JSR concentrations, all
profiles (49/9), C – Flow reactor concentrations, all profiles (191/14), D – Flame velocities, all diluents except He (420/49), E – Overall results, all diluents except He (1529/144), F –
Overall results, all diluents including He (1652/168). Overall results are indicated by bold letters.

No. Mechanism ID Ref. Species number (orig.) Ar/He Reactions number (orig.) Average error function values

A B C D E F

1 Kéromnès-2013 [4] 12 (17) �/� 33 (49) 11.9 3.0 13.3 13.9 12.2 12.4
2 NUIG-NGM-2010 [20] 11 (293) �/� 21 (1593) 14.0 3.0 7.3 20.2 14.8 13.3
3 ÓConaire-2004 [9] 10 �/� 21 15.4 3.0 8.2 18.5 15.0 –
4 Konnov-2008 [10] 10 �/� 33 19.7 3.1 10.9 15.2 16.3 –
5 Li-2007 [21] 11 (21) �/� 25 (93) 20.7 3.0 7.8 16.0 16.8 15.8
6 Hong-2011 [12] 10 �/� 31 14.5 3.0 8.1 28.5 17.9 –
7 Burke-2012 [11] 11 �/� 27 26.6 3.1 3.9 14.6 18.9 16.7
8 SaxenaWilliams-2006 [13] 11 (14) �/� 21 (30) 23.8 3.0 28.3 16.5 20.5 19.0
9 Davis-2005 [14] 11 (14) �/� 25 (38) 36.7 3.0 4.9 16.4 24.7 21.8

10 Starik-2009 [15] 12 (16) �/� 26 (44) 37.4 3.4 3.8 24.4 27.7 24.7
11 USC-II-2007 [22] 10 (111) �/� 28 (784) 36.2 3.0 4.7 26.1 27.7 –
12 CRECK-2012 [16] 11 (14) �/� 21 (34) 15.2 2.9 21.4 56.9 29.1 25.6
13 SanDiego-2011 [23] 11 (50) �/� 21 (244) 78.0 3.0 27.7 16.5 47.7 42.0
14 GRI3.0-1999 [24] 10 (53) �/� 29 (325) 71.4 2.4 11.6 32.0 48.0 –
15 Sun-2007 [17] 11 (15) �/� 32 (48) 97.9 3.1 25.4 26.7 61.0 53.8
16 Rasmussen-2008 [18] 10 (24) �/� 30 (105) 197.1 3.0 17.8 35.4 113.1 –
17 Ahmed-2007 [25] 10 (246) �/� 20 (1284) 257.9 3.1 3.9 20.7 137.4 –
18 Zsély-2005 [19] 10 (13) �/� 32 (44) 544.3 3.2 15.6 26.0 284.5 –
19 Dagaut-2003 [26] 9 (132) �/� 21 (922) – 3.1 4.9 – – –
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Table 1 indicates if the mechanism can also be used with Ar and/or
He bath gases. The mechanism of Dagaut-2003 [26] includes nei-
ther Ar nor He as possible bath gases. This affects the comparison
with respect to ignition delay times and flame velocities, where
either Ar or He was used as a bath gas. A direct comparison of
the Dagaut-2003 mechanism to the other ones is possible only in
experiments where neither Ar nor He were used. For this reason,
the Dagaut-2003 mechanism was handled separately in all ignition
delay time and flame velocity comparisons (see Sections 6.1 and
6.4).

The thermochemical and transport data were used as published
online and/or provided by the authors directly. Transport data
were not provided with the Rasmussen-2008 mechanism [18] as
it was tested by simulating only shock tube and flow reactor mea-
surements. However, the transport coefficients of all species in-
volved in hydrogen combustion were identical in all investigated
mechanisms. For this reason, the same transport data were also
used for the Rasmussen-2008 mechanism. In addition to the com-
monly used set of species, O3 was defined in Starik-2009 as well as
the aforementioned OH� in the Kéromnès-2013 mechanism. The
transport data provided by the respective authors were used.

The numbering of the mechanisms in Table 1 is according to
their overall performance from the best (1) to the worst (18). The
Dagaut-2003 mechanism, which could not be tested over the com-
plete set of experimental data, was given the number 19.

4. Experimental data

A large set of experimental data related to the combustion of
hydrogen was collected. These types of measurements, called indi-
rect measurements or bulk measurements, have been used to test
detailed reaction mechanisms. We utilized all measurements that
were used for testing the recent mechanisms ÓConaire-2004 [9],
Konnov-2008 [10], Hong-2011 [12] , Burke-2012 [11], and
Kéromnès-2013 [4]. References for measurements were collected
from these recent review articles, and the experimental data were
digitized from the original publications. Also, a comprehensive
search was carried out to find all measurements that can be used
to test hydrogen combustion mechanisms. Our data collection is
therefore much wider-ranging than any other set of data that has
ever been used for the development of hydrogen combustion
mechanisms. The detailed list of the data with references is given
in the Supplementary material (Part 1).

The data include ignition measurements in shock tubes (770
data points in 53 datasets from 16 original publications) and rapid
compression machines (229 data points in 20 datasets from 3 pub-
lications), species concentrations in flow reactors (191 utilized
data points (389 total) in 14 datasets (17 total) from 2 publica-
tions) and jet-stirred reactors (149 data points in 9 datasets from
one publication) and flame velocity measurements (543 utilized
data points (631 total) in 73 datasets from 22 publications). A data-
set contains those data points that were consecutively measured
on the same apparatus at similar conditions except for one factor
that was systematically changed. Usually, publications on mea-
surements contain one or only a few datasets.

It is unavoidable that some regions of operating conditions are
over-represented in the database due to the fact that they were
carried out multiple times by various groups of researchers, e.g.,
to validate their experimental apparatuses. This introduces a sam-
pling bias that could be mitigated by weighing down or averaging
those experimental results. However, for the present study we
decided to treat all measured data points with equal weights, even
those measurements that were carried out at very similar
conditions.

All relevant experimental conditions and results for each data-
set were encoded in the PrIMe file format [28], which is an XML
scheme used for the systematic storage of various kinds of com-
bustion experiments. These stored XML data provide all the infor-
mation required for the simulation of experiments and the
calculation of properties observed or derived from experiments
(e.g., the ignition delay as defined in the corresponding experimen-
tal publication). A MATLAB code was written which allows auto-
matic CHEMKIN-II [29] simulations and error evaluations for a
specific mechanism on the full data set. The MATLAB code starts
the corresponding simulation code, collects the simulation results,
and evaluates the deviation between the simulated and the exper-
imental results. In principle, the complete investigation of a mech-
anism against several thousand experimental data can be carried
out in a single run. The chemical mechanism was then replaced
with another mechanism and the same procedure was repeated.
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5. Simulation of the experiments

The relationship between the types of experiments, modeling
approaches and computational codes to solve the respective prob-
lem is shown in Fig. 1.
5.1. Shock tube simulations

Shock tube experiments were simulated using the SENKIN pro-
gram [30] of the CHEMKIN-II package. Constant volume and adia-
batic conditions were assumed. Ignition delay times were
extracted from the simulated pressure and concentration profiles
as described in the respective publications, e.g., based on the max-
imum slope of the pressure profile. If an ignition criterion could not
be modeled, another similar criterion was chosen. For example, the
maximum concentration of the excited radical OH� as measured in
[7] cannot be modeled with a mechanism that does not contain
this species. For all mechanisms except Kéromnès-2013, the crite-
rion ‘‘OH maximum’’ had to be used instead, which has shown to
give similarly good predictions except at very high temperatures
behind the reflected shock wave.

Low-temperature shock tube experiments, where the ignition
delays are in the order of milliseconds, should be handled with
special care by considering the possibility of a pressure change
during the induction period [31]. At such reaction times the pres-
sure behind the reflected shock wave increases with time [32]. In
both articles it is demonstrated that by taking into account this
facility effect the overall description of the experiments by the
models improves. It has also been discussed by Dryer and Chaos
[33,34] that at these conditions the measured ignition delays are
extremely sensitive to impurities in the mixture. They have shown
that by assuming a catalytic conversion between H2O2 and OH, the
description of the experiments also improves.

Unfortunately the measurements we collected did not have
pressure profiles published along with the measured ignition delay
times; hence, we could not take into account such facility effects.
Alternatively, data points where long ignition delay times above
1–2 ms were measured and/or data points at low temperatures
can be excluded. The latter option was chosen in the present study.
5.2. RCM simulations

RCM experiments were simulated using the VTIM option of
SENKIN [30], to account for the effects of compression and heat
loss. Volume–time histories were calculated from the experimental
pressure profiles in the case of the measurements of Kéromnès
Fig. 1. Overview of the types of measurements, facilities, modeling approaches an
et al. [4] and Das et al. [35]. Assuming an adiabatic reaction core
[35], the experimentally recorded pressure profiles were converted
to the corresponding volume profile which was used for the simu-
lations. The measurements of Mittal et al. [36] were published to-
gether with volume–time histories expressed in polynomial form.
The simulations were performed using these volume–time histo-
ries. Some of their experiments lacked published heat loss data
and these had to be excluded from the comparison.

5.3. Flow reactor simulations

Flow reactor experiments were performed using SENKIN [30],
assuming constant volume and adiabatic conditions. The half
depletion of the measured concentration of the fuel was matched
to the simulated concentration profile to take into account the time
shift due to mixing effects. Only those flow reactor measurement
points were used where the concentration of the consumed fuel
(hydrogen) is between 10% and 90% of the initial fuel
concentration.

5.4. Jet-stirred reactor simulations

The simulations were performed using the PSR code [37] of the
CHEMKIN-II package. Wall effects are expected to play a dominant
role at low temperatures. The corresponding data points were ex-
cluded from the comparisons in the present study.

5.5. Laminar flame velocity simulations

Laminar flames were simulated using the PREMIX code [38] of
the CHEMKIN-II package. Thermo-diffusion (Soret effect) was ta-
ken into account, and molecular diffusion was described with the
multicomponent diffusion approach. The number of the grid points
was always at least 600 to minimize the effect of the grid size on
the simulated laminar flame velocity. This lower threshold was
determined in a preliminary grid dependence study.

6. Results and discussion

The results of the testing are sorted according to the types of
experiments. In general, five types of figures are presented: (a) a
plot showing the overall performance of the mechanisms vs. their
year of publication (Fig. 16), (b) correlation matrices using a char-
acteristic coloring (e.g., Fig. 2), (c) detailed investigation of the
influence of the operating conditions (e.g., Fig. 5), (d) Column plots
illustrating the influence of the diluents and the experimental
d the appropriate solver from the CHEMKIN-II package for the given problem.



Fig. 2. Matrix of correlations of absolute deviation values for shock tube simulations (top left), rapid compression machine simulations (top right), flame simulations (bottom
left) and flow reactor simulations (bottom right). Diagonal stripes were used when the comparison was based on a different dataset (for Dagaut-2003: Ar and He excluded).
Not shown: correlations of jet-stirred reactor simulations (see text).

Fig. 3. Error of the reproduction of the ignition delay times according to the type of measurement. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of data points included.
The second values refer to the number of data points for Dagaut-2003.
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methods (e.g., Fig. 3) and (e) a plot comparing the average absolute
deviation values for all mechanisms (Fig. 12). Figure types (a), (c)
and (d) are based on the E and Ei values, while types (b) and (e)
on values of D and Dij.

In Fig. 2, the correlations of the mechanisms with respect to the
absolute deviation values (simulation vs. measurement) are
shown. Mechanisms are referred to with their respective identifier
(see Table 1). The correlations will be discussed and compared in
the respective chapters.

6.1. Ignition delay times

Figure 3 shows that about half of the investigated mechanisms
provide a similarly good reproduction of the measured ignition de-
lay times (right group of columns in Fig. 3). The worst mechanisms
in this respect are Zsély-2005, Ahmed-2007, Rasmussen-2008 and
Dagaut-2003 (experiments N2 and N2/H2O only), mainly due to
their inability to reproduce RCM experiments (middle group). For
shock tube data (left group), only Ahmed-2007 stands out in a neg-
ative sense. Note that the Zsély-2005 mechanism [19] contains the
rate parameters recommended by Baulch et al. [39] without mod-
ification. This shows that although the evaluated rate parameter
values of Baulch et al. are widely used in the creation of combus-
tion mechanisms, further tuning is needed for a good description
of ignition delay times in the hydrogen combustion system.

Figure 4 shows that there is no clear dependence of the accu-
racy of predictions on the bath gas or diluent mixture that was
used in shock tube experiments, even though some mechanisms
perform significantly worse for certain diluents (e.g., Starik-2009
for N2-based diluents or Ahmed-2007 for Ar). This gives an indica-
tion that in some of the mechanisms, third body collision coeffi-
cients might not be chosen ideally in order to match
experimental data. Among the nine best overall mechanisms (full
columns), only Konnov-2008 and Hong-2011 perform better for
RCM data measured in N2 or N2/H2O [35,36], all others perform
better for the measurements using Ar/N2 [4].

Figure 5 shows the performance of the mechanisms compared
to ignition delay measurements in shock tubes and RCMs accord-
ing to interval ranges of temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio
and diluent concentration, respectively. The results for Dagaut-
2003 are based on a different subset of data (no Ar dilution). To
Fig. 4. Performance of the mechanisms with respect to ignition delay measuremen
visually distinguish it from the other mechanisms, the symbols
corresponding to this mechanism are indicated with triangles in
line plots and with diagonal stripes in column plots. As for all par-
tial comparisons, intervals were defined based on a careful inspec-
tion of the available data taking into account the specifics of the
respective type of measurement and ensuring a statistically signif-
icant number of data points in each interval at the same time. For
each interval, two numeric values referring to the number of data
points considered are given. The second value refers to the number
of data points considered for Dagaut-2003, while for all other
mechanisms the first value is applicable. The shock tube results
of Fig. 5 will be discussed first, followed by a discussion of the
RCM results.

In all shock-tube related plots, Ahmed-2007 can be identified as
the worst performing one and will not be discussed in more detail.
As it can be seen in Fig. 5 (top left panel, left part), most mecha-
nisms reproduce the shock tube experiments similarly well at tem-
peratures above 1000 K, while below 1000 K the reproduction of
the measured ignition delay times is generally poor. This behavior
could be associated with the facility effect of the shock tube exper-
iments as described in Section 5.1. For the purpose of an overall
mechanism comparison, shock tube ignition delay data measured
at T 6 1000 K were excluded. It is worth stressing that this lower
threshold is not a strict limit and it does not filter out all data
points with long measured ignition delays. However, it has been
shown previously [33,34] that at these conditions, the discrepan-
cies between experimental results and homogeneous adiabatic
simulations increase significantly.

As Fig. 5 (bottom left panel, left part) indicates, simulation er-
rors from most mechanisms do not show a distinct pressure
dependence, except Rasmussen-2008 and Dagaut-2003, which
reproduce the experimental data less accurately at higher pres-
sures. Interestingly, all of the mechanisms, barring Dagaut-2003
(for which results are based on a different data subset) and
GRI3.0-1999, perform very similarly well in the intermediate pres-
sure interval of 1.17–3.0 atm and at near-atmospheric conditions.

Clear trends cannot be observed with respect to the dependence
on the equivalence ratio in shock tube experiments (Fig. 5, top
right panel, left part). However, the majority of the mechanisms
(expect for Rasmussen-2008 and Zsély-2005) show better perfor-
mance at higher equivalence ratios.
ts in shock tubes and rapid compression machines for various diluent systems.



Fig. 5. Performance of the mechanisms for various ranges of temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio and diluent concentration with respect to ignition delay time. Each
plot shows the results for shock tubes (left part) and rapid compression machines (right part). Gray shaded: shock tube experiments at T 6 1000 K that were excluded in the
general comparison.
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The characterization of the influence of the total diluent con-
centration is even more difficult (Fig. 5, bottom right panel, left
part). When more than one diluent was present, the sum of the dil-
uent concentrations was considered. In experiments with high dil-
uent concentrations (Xdil > 0.95), Ar was always used as the diluent,
while in those with a low overall diluent concentration (Xdil 6 0.60)
the diluent was nitrogen. In the three medium intervals, diluents
are mixed. Clear trends are not visible; the weak performance of
all mechanisms at diluent intervals of 0.60–0.80 and 0.90–0.95
might be due to a superposition of other effects.

As opposed to the classic shock tube experiments, recorded
pressure changes are available for the rapid compression machine
(RCM) experiments and could be used in the simulations.
However, none of the mechanisms were able to reproduce the
low-temperature RCM measurements in a very satisfactory
manner. Some mechanisms cannot reproduce any of the RCM
experiments (Zsély-2005, Rasmussen-2008, Ahmed-2007,
Sun-2007, SanDiego-2011). Their average error function values
are magnitudes higher than those of the best mechanisms for
RCM data and are therefore not discussed in detail. Yet, other
mechanisms simulate these experiments well at temperatures
above 960 K, especially Hong-2011, the Galway mechanisms
(Kéromnès-2013, NUIG-NGM-2010 and ÓConaire-2004) and
CRECK-2012 (see Fig. 5, top left panel, right part).
As opposed to the results of the shock tube simulations, a trend
for the RCM data towards increasing error function values at higher
pressure can be observed for all mechanisms (Fig. 5, bottom left
panel, right part). Hong-2011 and Kéromnès-2013 are relatively
insensitive to pressure variations and their performance at high
pressures (26.5–32.3 atm and 49.3–69.1 atm) is very good.

For the dependencies on the equivalence ratio and the diluent
concentration only three intervals could be distinguished. It can
be seen that most reasonable-to-well performing mechanisms
have the highest E values at low equivalence ratios (u = 0.35)
and low diluent concentrations (Xdil = 0.65–0.69), with exceptions
in both cases.

In Fig. 2, top left panel, the correlation of the mechanisms with
respect to the absolute deviation values are shown for shock tube
simulations. Correlations of Dagaut-2003 (#19) with the other
mechanisms are indicated with diagonal stripes as the number
of simulations performed differed from the other mechanisms.
It can be seen that most of the overall best-performing mecha-
nisms (low identifying numbers) tend to be more strongly
correlated with each other than with the weakly performing ones.
The two mechanisms that perform the weakest for shock tube
data, GRI3.0-1999 (#14) and Ahmed-2007 (#17) behave similarly
to each other (C = 0.909) and behave considerably differently
from almost all other mechanisms. The mechanism pairs
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Davis-2005/USC-2007-II (#9/#11, C = 0.999), SaxenaWilliams-
2006/SanDiego-2011 (#8/#13, C = 0.981) and NUIG-NGM-2010/
ÓConaire-2004 (#2/#3, C = 0.981) were published by the same
groups and have the highest correlated results for shock tube
ignition delay times. For the shock tube data, it can be seen that
the correlation values are a good indicator to describe similarities
in the behavior of different mechanisms. On average, the RCM
correlation values are lower than those for shock tube simula-
tions (Fig. 2, top right panel). As for shock tube ignition delays,
the best mechanisms (with the exception of Konnov-2008, #4)
are also the higher correlated ones, again with the same pairs
of mechanisms behaving practically identically: Davis-2005/
USC-2007-II (#9/#11, C = 1.00) and NUIG-NGM-2010/ÓConaire-
2004 (#2/#3, C = 0.96). While for shock tube simulations Saxena-
Williams-2006 and SanDiego-2011 were very similar, they are
not highly correlated for RCM data (#8/#13, C = 0.74).
6.2. Concentration–time profiles in flow reactors

As it can be seen in Fig. 6, for all mechanisms the prediction of
O2 profiles is much better than those for H2 and H2O recorded in
flow reactors. In particular, the SaxenaWilliams-2006 and SanDi-
ego-2011 mechanisms cannot accurately predict the concentra-
tions of these species. Note that time shifting, which was
performed based on 50% depletion of the fuel species H2 separately
for each mechanism, can have a strong influence on the agreement
for the other species. This is the reason why flow reactor data are
somewhat problematic for a comparison of different mechanisms
with each other.

Figure 2 (bottom right panel) shows that the GRI3.0-1999 (#14),
Dagaut-2003 (#19), Ahmed-2007 (#17), Starik-2009 (#10) and
Konnov-2008 (#4) mechanisms are the least correlated for flow
reactor simulations. Interestingly, all of these mechanisms are
among the best performers in flow reactor simulations, except
for GRI3.0-1999 and Konnov-2008. None of these mechanisms
are particularly highly correlated amongst each other, except
#17/#19. For the development of the Ahmed-2007 mechanism,
flow reactor data for n-heptane were used for model validation
[40], while for Dagaut-2003 their own flow reactor measurements
Fig. 6. Performance of the mechanisms with respect to flow reac
[26] were utilized. The mechanisms ranked 1st and 2nd for flow
reactors, Starik-2009 and Burke-2012, were both validated against
the H2 flow reactor data of Mueller et al. [41], which explains the
good flow reactor performance of these mechanisms.
6.3. Outlet concentrations in jet-stirred reactors (JSRs)

Figure 7 shows the performance of the mechanisms in repro-
ducing outlet concentrations for various species measured in a
jet-stirred reactor [42]. It can be seen that the prediction of H2O
concentrations is worse than for H2 and O2. Overall, most mecha-
nisms show a very similar performance. The result for the
GRI3.0-1999 mechanism is slightly better than those of the other
mechanisms. As previously described, 100 data points at
T < 1000 K were excluded from the comparison due to wall effects
and are not shown in Fig. 7. GRI3.0-1999 is the only mechanism
that is capable of predicting low-temperature JSR measurements
with an acceptable accuracy. For all other mechanisms, the error
function values are about one order of magnitude higher than at
T P 1000 K. It is difficult to evaluate the remaining 49 data points
at T P 1000 K with respect to the dependence of the error function
values on specific operating conditions in a statistically meaningful
manner. However, trends towards a worse prediction of JSR exper-
iments by the mechanisms at high pressure (p = 10 atm) and very
low equivalence ratio (u = 0.09) can be observed. Further JSR stud-
ies would be valuable to confirm these trends and to extend the
range of operating conditions covered by the measurements. With
respect to the absolute deviations, all mechanisms behave almost
identically for JSR simulations. Correlation values of most mecha-
nisms are C P 0.99. They were therefore omitted in Fig. 2.
6.4. Flame velocity measurements

Unlike in the ignition delay and JSR measurements, He was used
as the bath gas in several flame velocity determinations. Only
mechanisms having He as the bath gas were used for the simula-
tion of these experiments, which represent about one sixth of all
flame velocity measurements. The general comparison of the
mechanisms with respect to flame velocity data was carried out
tor measurements for various measured profiles and overall.



Fig. 7. Performance of the mechanisms with respect to JSR measurements for various measured profiles and overall.
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without these experiments (‘‘no He’’ in Fig. 10). A separate investi-
gation for the measurements containing He as a diluent was per-
formed for the 10 mechanisms in which this species was defined
(‘‘He’’).

Reproductions of the flame velocity measurements are much
more similar than for ignition delay times. The best mechanisms
are Kéromnès-2013, Burke-2012, Konnov-2008, Li-2007, Davis-
2005 and SanDiego-2011 see Fig. 8, ‘‘Overall’’). In contrast,
CRECK-2012, Rasmussen-2008 and GRI3.0-1999 are the least able
to reproduce the measured flame velocity results. Relative to their
weak performance for ignition delay times, SanDiego-2011 and
Ahmed-2007 are much more capable of predicting flame velocities.
The opposite trend applied to Hong-2011.

Compared to ignition delay times, the mechanisms generally
correlate much more strongly for flame velocity data, with a very
similar general trend that the better the performance, the higher
the correlation values (Fig. 2, bottom left panel). The highest corre-
lated pairs of mechanisms are the mal-performing SaxenaWil-
liams-2006/SanDiego-2011 (#8/#13, C = 0.999) and the well
performing Galway mechanisms NUIG-NGM-2010/ÓConaire-2004
(#2/#3, C = 0.987). Overall, the mechanisms of Sun-2007 (#15),
Ahmed-2007 (#17) and CRECK-2012 (#12) are the least correlated
compared to the others.

Flame velocities were measured using four different methods.
These are the flame cone method (FCM) (see e.g., [43] for a discus-
sion of this method), the outwardly propagating spherical flame
method (OPF) [44], the counterflow twin-flame technique (CTF)
[45], and the heat flux burner method (HFM) [46]. Figure 8 demon-
strates that the reproduction of the experimental data measured
by these methods improves in the order above. Experimental data
measured with the flame cone method are especially poorly
reproduced.

Figure 9 investigates the performance of the mechanisms to
flame velocity measurements according to the type of the bath
gas or diluent mixture. Interestingly, large deviations are observed
when the performance of one mechanism for experiments in
different diluents is studied as well as when all mechanisms are
compared with respect to one type of diluent. However, for the
majority of the mechanisms, experiments using He-containing
mixtures tend to be better-predicted than those with N2-contain-
ing mixtures. With the exception of CRECK-2012 and Rasmussen-
2008, measurements in mixtures of N2 and Ar are predicted well;
however, the sampling base was small for these mixtures. Some
mechanisms (e.g., Davis-2005, Li-2007, Konnov-2008, SanDiego-
2011, Burke-2012, Kéromnès-2013) are appropriate for most types
of bath gases, while other mechanisms (like NUIG-NGM-2010,
Hong-2011, CRECK-2012) perform well for one type of bath gas
and poorly for another.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the mechanisms with respect
to temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio and total diluent con-
centration. Each of the four panels of the figure are sub-divided
into two parts, of which the left part shows a general comparison
for all data points except those measured in He and the right part
shows the results for He-diluted experiments only, i.e., either in
pure He, N2/He or He/H2O.

Only a few of the flame velocities were measured at conditions
above room temperature (365 K in N2, 393 K in He and He/H2O).
Meaningful conclusions on the influence of the pre-heat tempera-
ture on the mechanism performance cannot be drawn based on
these scarce data. However, it is interesting that all mechanisms
could reproduce the 21 measurement points at T = 365 K quite
well. For the He-diluted experiments, some mechanisms perform
well at T = 393 K (Davis-2005, Burke-2012, NUIG-NGM-2010,
CRECK-2012), while others are less accurate (Starik-2009,
Kéromnès-2013) at these conditions.

Figure 10 (bottom left panel) shows the general trend that the
error of reproduction slightly decreases with increasing pressure,
with the exception of a distinct maximum at intermediate pressure
(except for Ahmed-2007). Most mechanisms, like those of Burke-
2012 and Kéromnès-2013, show a uniform low deviation over all
ranges of pressure. The worst performing mechanisms here are
GRI3.0-1999 and Starik-2009, since their errors significantly in-
crease at high pressures. For He-containing flames, pressure
dependence was not observed for any of the mechanisms.

In contrast to ignition delay time data, a clear trend towards a
decreasing performance with increasing equivalence ratio can be



Fig. 8. Error of the reproduction of the flame velocity according to the type of experimental facility and overall.

Fig. 9. Error of the reproduction of the flame velocity according to the type of diluent system.
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observed for non-He flames, with the exception of CRECK-2012
(Fig. 10, top right panel). Interestingly, this trend does not apply
to He-containing flames. For those flames, most of the mechanisms
(except Sun-2007 and Starik-2009) have slightly higher E values at
stoichiometric conditions. A trend towards lower error function
values at higher diluent concentrations is displayed in Fig. 10, bot-
tom right panel. Again, a similar relationship was not observed in
He flames.

The mechanisms correlate more strongly for the results of flame
simulations than for ignition delay times (Fig. 2), especially the
overall best mechanisms #1 to #8 and #13. All correlation values
among these mechanisms are higher than 0.90. The most weakly
correlated mechanisms are Sun-2007 (#15), Ahmed-2007 (#17)
and CRECK-2012 (#12) with an overall minimum of C = 0.40
(#12/#17).

6.5. Considering all types of measurements simultaneously

In Fig. 11 the average absolute deviations for all mechanisms
with respect to ignition delay time, JSR and flow reactor concentra-
tion data and flame velocity measurements are shown. Also, per-
centage values are given to describe the share of positive or
negative deviation values for each mechanism. They should be read
together with the actual average deviation to avoid misinterpreta-
tion. Note that a few data points with high Dij values can heavily
influence the average of a subset and its sign. The reader may notice



Fig. 10. Performance of the mechanisms for various ranges of temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio and diluent concentration with respect to flame velocities. Each
plot shows the results for He-free mixtures (left part) and He-containing mixtures (right part). Note that those mechanisms without He as a defined species do not appear in
the right part of the plots.
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the orders of magnitude difference of the absolute deviation values
among the types of measurements. All mechanisms tend towards
over-prediction of the ignition delay time measurements, except
Zsély-2005. Although there is a correlation between the good
performance of a mechanism and the extent of over-prediction,
the mechanism with an average absolute deviation of almost zero
(Konnov-2008) is not the very best mechanism for ignition delay
times (ranked 6th). This might be due to the averaging where
positive and negative deviations might cancel out each other.

Flame velocities in He-free flames were under-predicted by all
mechanisms except for Ahmed-2007 and Zsély-2005. The five worst
performing mechanisms for hydrogen flames according to the
descending error function values are CRECK-2012, Rasmussen-2008,
GRI3.0-1999, Hong-2011, and USC-2007-II. These mechanisms also
have the highest negative average absolute deviation values (order:
CRECK-2012, Rasmussen-2008, Hong-2011, USC-2007-II, and
GRI3.0-1999). For He-containing flames, the opposite trend applies:
all mechanisms except CRECK-2012 tend to over-predict flame
velocities (dark gray columns in Fig. 11). This could be a possible
explanation for the diverging trends for He-containing flames
observed in Fig. 10.

In the lower part of this figure, the average absolute deviations for
JSR and flow reactor data are shown. For flow reactor data, a distinc-
tion between consumed species (H2/O2, over- or under-predicted
depending on the mechanism) and produced species (H2O, un-
der-predicted by the majority of mechanisms) was necessary due
to different observed trends. For Hong-2011 it can be seen that de-
spite a majority of 57% of the H2/O2 data points which were over-
predicted by the simulations (i.e., too high concentrations), the
average is below zero (and vice versa for H2O concentrations). This
can be an indication of outliers in the simulation results. The neg-
ative deviations from JSR experiments are, like the error function
values, very similar for all mechanisms.

A special feature of the Li-2007 and Burke-2012 mechanisms
(both published by the Princeton group) is the use of a different
parameterization and third-body collision efficiency factors for
the reaction H + O2(+M) = HO2(+M) depending on whether Ar/He
or N2 are used as the main bath gas. In Fig. 12 the averaged simu-
lation results of the two mechanisms handled according to the rec-
ommendation of the authors (‘‘Adapted’’) are compared to an
exclusive usage of one of the parameterizations (‘‘All Ar/He’’ or
‘‘All N2’’). The RCM experiments of Kéromnès et al. [4] were carried
out in a bath gas with an equal share of Ar and N2, a special case
that was not discussed by the authors of Li-2007 and Burke-
2012. For these cases, the Ar/He parameterization was chosen as
it generally performed better than the N2 parameterization. Even
though this option was meant to be applied for simulations with
mixtures containing Ar and He, it of course handles the species



Fig. 11. Average absolute deviation values of all mechanisms for ignition delay times and flame velocities (top), and JSR and flow reactor concentrations depending on the
measured species profile (bottom). The columns are striped when the number of data points differs from the other mechanisms (for Dagaut-2003, #19: all diluents except Ar
and He).
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N2 too, and performs reasonably well. The average error function
values are the lowest in the ‘‘Adapted’’ cases, which confirms the
purpose of the procedure. What is interesting is that for the
Burke-2012 mechanism, the changes due to the use of different
parameterizations are very small, whereas for Li-2007 these are
considerably large. For flow reactor data, the difference for the
Li-2007 is due to a bad prediction of H2O concentrations by the
mechanism with Ar/He parametrization, while the bad average
performance of the mechanism with N2 parametrization for igni-
tion delay times can be traced back to some experiments in Ar dilu-
tion. In the Li-2007 mechanism the collision efficiencies for the
species Ar and N2 in the reaction H + O2(+M) = HO2(+M) were not
specified (i.e., always 1), hence, they are identical for the two para-
metrizations. Furthermore, the FCent parameter that controls the
transition between the low- and high-pressure limit rate parame-
ter values differs between the two parametrizations of this reac-
tion in the Li-2007 mechanism (Ar/He: a(FCent) = 0.5, N2: 0.8).
6.6. Analysis of the sensitivity coefficients

It is clear from the previous sections that mechanisms can differ
significantly in their behavior. In order to improve a chemical mod-
el it might be useful to have information about which parts of a
mechanism are responsible for a good or bad performance regard-
ing a certain type of experiments or a constrained range of exper-
imental conditions. Furthermore, it can be interesting to have an
estimate of how the reproduction of some measurements changes
if a reaction rate coefficient is tuned to describe another experi-
ment better. To investigate these relationships, sensitivity analyses
were performed at the conditions of all measurement data. Five
mechanisms (#1, #2, #8, #12, #15) were arbitrarily chosen which
represent different levels of predictivity and contain the species
He, which allows a comparison based on the complete set of data.
For the calculation of the sensitivity coefficients S, a brute force
method was applied by varying the pre-exponential Arrhenius



Fig. 12. Comparison of different parameterizations of the reaction H + O2(+M) = HO2(+M) in the Li-2007 and Burke-2012 mechanisms.
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parameter A for all reactions by 10%, one-by-one. The S values were
normalized and then scaled to the range of �1 to +1. This range
was divided into 10 equidistant intervals and the relative fre-
quency of the scaled sensitivity values for each of these intervals
was then determined. It is very challenging to interpret and visual-
ize the total of more than 230,000 S values generated from five
mechanisms for each region of interest, which is the reason why
only a few highlights of this analysis are presented here.

In Fig. 13, the distribution of the sensitivity coefficients for reac-
tion H2 + O = H + OH, which is one of the most important reactions
in hydrogen combustion) with respect to all types of measure-
ments is shown for four of these mechanisms. Note that a mecha-
nism was excluded from the figures (e.g., mechanism Sun-2007,
#15, from Fig. 13), if the respective reaction was not defined in a
Fig. 13. Frequencies of sensitivity coefficients of reaction H2 + O = H + OH for various type
mechanisms Kéromnès-2013, NUIG-NGM-2010, SaxenaWilliams-2006 and CRECK-2012
trivial manner (e.g., in reverse direction or with 3rd body-dependent
parametrizations of reactions). It is worth emphasizing that the
sensitivity coefficients highly depend on the experimental condi-
tions, which can differ largely among the types of measurements
and facilities (e.g., shock tube and RCM measurements). In other
words, different sub-chemistries can be important at various con-
ditions across all types of measurements. If the experiments
belonging to one measurement type were carried out in a narrow
range of conditions (e.g., in JSRs and flow reactors), the correspond-
ing distribution of the sensitivity coefficients cannot be directly
compared to the ones of other measurement types (e.g., flames).
In light of these limitations, it can be seen that H2 + O = H + OH
seems not to be very important at the conditions of RCM experi-
ments and of jet-stirred reactors for the consumed species, while
s of measurements. The sensitivity analysis for this reaction was performed with the
. The experimental conditions are given for each type of measurement.



Fig. 14. Frequencies of sensitivity coefficients of reaction H + O2 = O + OH for various ranges of temperature behind the reflected shock wave in shock tube experiments. The
sensitivity analysis for this reaction was performed with the mechanisms Kéromnès-2013, NUIG-NGM-2010, SaxenaWilliams-2006, CRECK-2012 and Sun-2007.

Fig. 15. Frequencies of sensitivity coefficients of the low-pressure limit of reaction H + O2(+M) = HO2(+M) for various ranges of flame pressure. The sensitivity analysis for this
reaction was performed with the mechanisms NUIG-NGM-2010, SaxenaWilliams-2006 and CRECK-2012. The bottom axis was inverted to allow for a better comparison to
Fig. 15 (high frequency on the left side corresponds to promoting the reactivity of the system).
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it promotes reactivity in at the conditions of flames (positive S val-
ues, i.e., flame propagation becomes faster) and shock tubes (neg-
ative S values, i.e., ignition delays become shorter). For flow reactor
data, the four mechanisms show a wide distribution of the sensi-
tivity coefficients.

The influence of the crucial reaction H + O2 = O + OH on shock
tube ignition delay times depending on the temperature behind
the reflected shock wave is shown in Fig. 14. Even though this reac-
tion generally tends to increase reactivity, a decreasing relative
importance of this reaction with increasing temperature can be ob-
served (except for SaxenaWilliams-2006). This gives an indication
that high-temperature chemistry in shock tubes is also dominated
by other reactions, particularly the chain-terminating step
H + OH + M = H2O + M (see Table G1 in the Supplemental material).
Figure 15 illustrates that an increase of the rate coefficient of the
low-pressure limit of reaction H + O2(+M) = HO2(+M) has a pro-
moting effect on the reactivity in flames at low pressure, but tends
to inhibit reactivity at higher pressures. A clear shift of the peaks of
the histograms can be observed.

Generally the distributions of sensitivity coefficients are similar
for all investigated mechanisms, although frequencies may vary at
certain conditions. Hence, the information obtained from the sen-
sitivity analysis of one mechanism can be used at least qualita-
tively for the improvement of other mechanisms. This statement
is valid as long as the predominant reaction pathways are identical
in the mechanisms, which is the case for hydrogen combustion.



Fig. 16. Overall performance of the mechanisms taking into account all experi-
mental data (black full square) and only those that were reproduced by at least one
mechanism within Ei 6 9 (green open square) vs. year of publication. All diluents
except He.
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The detailed sensitivity coefficients for the conditions explored in
Figs. 5–7 and 10 are given in Tables G1–G5 of the Supplemental
material exemplary for the Kéromnès-2013 mechanism.

By being able to access and examine a large amount of sensitivity
data in connection with the results of the investigation of the perfor-
mance of a mechanism, it becomes possible for model developers to
identify those reactions which have to be revisited in their mecha-
nisms in order to achieve a better agreement with the measured
data. A possible further outcome of this investigation can be to iden-
tify less well-understood, but still important reactions in the hydro-
gen system that require additional theoretical calculations or
experimental determinations of the reaction rate coefficients.

7. Conclusions

The accurate description of the combustion of hydrogen is
important from both scientific and industrially applied points of
view. Several excellent reviews were recently published [4,9–12],
which discussed new developments in this field. However, a com-
prehensive investigation and comparison of all recent hydrogen
combustion mechanisms has not been published.

Using black full squares, Fig. 16 shows the performance of each
mechanism, tested against the experimental data in He-free dilu-
ent systems. The meaning of the open green square symbols will
be discussed at the end of this chapter and should be disregarded
for the time being. This figure indicates that the performance of the
Kéromnès-2013 mechanism is currently the best, but several other
mechanisms, such as the NUIG-NGM-2010, ÓConaire-2004, Kon-
nov-2008 and Li-2007 mechanisms have similarly good overall
performance. However, it is not advised to use the mechanisms
of Zsély-2005, Ahmed-2007, Rasmussen-2008, Sun-2007, SanDi-
ego-2011 and Dagaut-2003 for hydrogen combustion simulations,
particularly not for RCM simulations. On the other hand, two of
these mechanisms perform well for flow reactors (Ahmed-2007
and Dagaut-2003), which makes them a good choice for this type
of measurements. The reason for some of the bad performances
of certain mechanisms is due to lack of validation for certain types
of measurements (e.g., flames for Rasmussen-2008). However, the
majority of users of reaction mechanisms are interested in robust,
general-purpose mechanisms, which is why the above recommen-
dations are useful from the authors’ viewpoint.

The best mechanisms for the reproduction of ignition delay
times, flow reactor concentration profiles, JSR experiments and
flame velocity measurements are Kéromnès-2013, Starik-2009,
GRI3.0-1999 and Kéromnès-2013, respectively. Several mecha-
nisms do not work properly at high/low ranges of equivalence ra-
tio, temperature, and pressure. Results, such as those presented in
Figs. 2–12, may help in the selection of a mechanism best suited for
the simulation of experiments at specific initial conditions. An
analysis of sensitivity coefficients was carried out, yielding to some
interesting conclusions for model developers.

Figure S1 in the Supplemental material shows the overall com-
parison results in the same manner, except that all data points (i.e.,
also the measurements in He-containing diluents) are covered. The
trends and absolute values of E are similar to those in Fig. 16.

One major goal of this work was to identify regions of operating
conditions that require further attention in mechanism develop-
ment. On the other hand, measurements carried out at certain con-
ditions might be accompanied by large experimental uncertainties
or the measurement itself was problematic, e.g., due to assump-
tions in the interpretation of a measured signal. Although some
measurements were excluded in the first place (e.g., Snyder et al.
[47]), others that were retained in the comparison may still contain
systematic errors. A possible approach to identify systematic errors
is to optimize the rate parameters, thermochemical data and trans-
port data of an appropriate mechanism on a single dataset only and
excluding the datasets whose Ei values could not be lowered to val-
ues close to unity. Another approach is to exclude those measure-
ments that none of the mechanisms could reproduce within a pre-
defined uncertainty, e.g., 3r, which is equivalent to an error func-
tion value of Ei 6 9. In Tables A–E of the Supplemental material the
experimental datasets that do not fulfill the Ei 6 9 criterion are
shaded gray. This procedure does not imply that these measure-
ments necessarily have large systematic errors as it is possible that
none of the mechanisms are capable of modeling the chemistry at a
specific condition in an accurate manner. However, these measure-
ments should be treated with care in future model development
and should potentially receive further attention. In total, 31 of
the 169 datasets in the overall comparison were excluded in a sec-
ond round of comparison. By excluding the corresponding 330 data
points, the performance of almost all mechanisms improved signif-
icantly, as it is indicated by green open square symbols in Fig. 16.
An average agreement of two mechanisms (Kéromnès-2013 and
NUIG-NGM-2010) with the experimental data of less or equal than
3r can be achieved this way.
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